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Mayfair & Central London Property Specialists

PROPERTY SEARCH

Clifton Property Partners are centrally located Mayfair and Prime Central London property specialists, focused on delivering the best possible service to our clients and customers. With a combined 35 years of experience, the directors of Clifton Property Partners have been personally responsible for selling, acquiring and advising on some of the most exclusive properties in London. We pride ourselves on our absolute discretion and strive to provide a diligent and professional service.







Who We Are

 

Rob and James know all too well what it takes to successfully deliver on all elements of the sales process. To achieve the best results, absolute focus, a diligent approach, patience and above all knowledge based on experience is required. We don’t see it as ‘going the extra mile’ but simply executing our day job in the only way we know how. No one deal is the same and we relish the challenge of problem solving and finding a route to a successful conclusion.

 ABOUT US 









Grosvenor Square - For Sale








Our Philosophy

 

James and Rob are passionate about property and will strive to present each and every instruction in the best possible light, fastidiously highlighting the best attributes so that your property will stand out amongst the competition. The fact that we offer an in-house legal consultation service also means that you will be amongst the best prepared of all vendors, giving you a clear advantage for when a buyer is found. We will take time to fully understand each and every purchasers requirements, and draw on our superior and in depth knowledge of the Central London Property market so that we can remove the frustrations often experienced, and strive to achieve the desired result expediently.

  

There are two charities close to Rob and James’s hearts and they will donate a portion of their net fees to both foundations.

CHARITY SUPPORT





 





Brook Street - For Sale
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